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Mr David Earnshaw

Mr John Turner
Principle Officer Waste Management
City of Bradford Metropolitan City Council
Cleansing Depot
Harris Street
Bradford
BD15HU
Dated 30th November 2009

Dear Mr Turner.

Notification of Grievance
I am writing to advise you that I would like to raise a grievance. My grievance's can best be
summarised as>
1 Trade Union Victimisation
2 Bullying and Harassment

Trade Union Victimisation
The bases of my grievance are as follows.
That management acted unreasonable on 29th July 2009 when dealing with the issue of my
suspension insofar that I was treated less favourably than other employees. This I believe could
be seen as Detriment on the grounds related to union membership or activities which are
contained within the Trade Union and Labour Relations (consolidation) Act 1992 section 146.1
would also point out that Mr C Goodall in his 'Management Investigation' letter dated 29th July
2009 specifically instructed Mr Brian Whyte under item 4 of the terms of reference to
investigate solely on the basis of my Trade Union membership/activity.
I would also argue that on the morning 29th July 2009 during the suspension meeting I made
verbal representations to both Mr J Turner and Mr C Goodall that I felt aggrieved at the bias
action being taken, and I saw myself as a victim rather than the aggressor. I therefore believed
that the reasonable course of action would be for management to have suspended all those
involved. They didn't thereby allowing for collusion between potential witnesses, and instilling
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an unfair culture of rumour and innuendo against my good character. By these actions
management have acted in my opinion unfairly.
Because of this management action I am now of the opinion that due to the stipulations set out
in the suspension document I'm at an unfair disadvantage regarding any disciplinary or legal
hearings, and amazingly while Keighley Magistrate courts have placed no restrictions upon me
whatsoever with regards to Mr Hooper or his allegations, I find it somewhat perplexing that my
employer continues to place punitive restrictions on the conditions of my suspension.
It must also be noted that the limitations set by management on my suspension have an
unwarranted impact upon my ability to investigate or bring together any relevant evidence in
my own defence which I believe to be totally unreasonable in the present circumstances.

Bullying and Harassment
After years of unwarranted, but well documented condemnation from both Mr Goodall and Mr
Whyte it could be argued that the choice of investigating officer in this instance could be seen
as somewhat inappropriate. Not only have I to endure the isolation from work colleagues,
friends, and potential witnesses, but I now find myself the victim of what can only be described
as an orchestrated witch hunt against my good character.
I am distressed that after more than twelve loyal and problem free years with Bradford Council,
management have now had to resort to seeking personal opinions from inapt third parties to
facilitate their desire to take disciplinary action. I will refrain from criticising the standard of
professionalism shown, but will state I don't believe I've been treated in a fair or reasonable
manner. I also believe the investigation against me has been bias, and the investigating officer
has been less than thorough in his evidence gathering or critical thinking.
In my opinion there are clear inconsistencies within the evidence produced with questionable
motives being put forward by those interviewed. I am also mindful that all witnesses who have
been interviewed (with the exception of myself) have been afforded the right to make their
own statements, comments or judgements unchallenged and unconstrained. However to date no
request or opportunity has been made for I to submit any detailed statement in my own defence.
Indeed during my own interview on the 25th August 20091 was explicitly instructed (Q10) to
restrict my evidence to the narrowest of timeline, namely from Mr Manley's arrival on site to
Mr Hooper's allegation. I can also state that during the 50 minutes duration of said interview
Mr Whyte was patronising, and odious in the extreme. At one stage Mr Whyte refused a short
adjournment in proceedings for consultations between Mr Ray Jones and me resulting in some
debate and objections being raised regarding his conduct. Mr Whyte then tried unsuccessfully
to implement conditions on granting our request. It was clear by Mr Whyte behaviour during
the said interview, and by his investigatory technique that he was neither unbiased nor
independent regarding the matter at hand.
However given that no evidence is readily available after my interview I would have to
conclude that either the investigation came to an end at that point meaning any unresolved
issues raised during my interview were simply disregarded or further investigation had
continued, but that evidence has been omitted from the final documentation. Either way a
practise I find to be somewhat unethical and one that could be seen as an obvious attempt to
manipulate evidence. I must also point out that the advise given by ACAS in their accepted
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code of practise recommend that all investigations should gather all relevant facts in an open
and fair manner including evidence both for and against the allegation so that an educated
decision can be taken as to what further action may be deemed necessary. I believe this is not
the case here.
I am also at a loss as to the relevance of some question put to me during my interview as they
tended to be aimed other issue relating to incompetence. I would also question the need to
interviewed Mr Ingram (and others) as being relevant nevertheless after reading Mr Ingham
interview it is clear that his responses' are based merely on superstition and hearsay. He is also
deceitful in several replies namely (Q14) were he omits to mention that over the same period he
has spent more time away from the round 109 covering office duties compared to I carrying out
my legal Union Duties. That said one would have to wonder if there is reason to question Mr
Ingham on the benefits of his own evidence. Again I note Mr Whyte put forward meaningless
questions to Mr Ingham (Q12 and Q15) for him to comment upon truth is there is a wealth of
documented evidence dealing with the unhelpful and obstructive nature of management while
dealing with my requests, and denying my trade union rights. There are also better qualified
people to make comment on this issue, namely HR and senior personnel, but that is another
matter, and not one we need to concern ourselves with here.
I'm also of a mind that Mr Ingham offers no significance to the process, and his role is merely
one of a character assassin, to which I am saddened as I truly believed Mr Ingham to be a
colleague, and friend or at least he appeared that way when accepting gifts and rides to and
from work.
With regards to my own wellbeing I had cause to raise a concern at a recent appointment with
occupational health regarding management's attitude towards not only my physical, but also
my mental wellbeing. I am now at a point were not only is my health suffering, but there is also
a considerable impact upon my family as well. I am currently receiving medical treatment on
both counts.
While I readily accept that there is elements of stress surrounding any type of investigation
what I don't find acceptable is the need for management to wilfully carry out a character
assassination against me while encouraging others to make uncorroborated allegations. The
Protection of Harassment Act 1997 si states that a person must not pursue a course of conduct
which he/she knows or a reasonable person would know amounts to harassment of another
person (PHA 1997 sl(l) and(2)
I would also add that management should look carefully at the evidence they have produce and
rather than be selective in the evidence they seek 'to put me in my place' take a look at the
wider content, and take note that by their own admission all witnesses have at some level
shown a disregard for the workplace procedures' and failed to observe the basic Health and
Safety at Work etc Act 1974 SI S2 and 57 all could be deemed gross misconduct, and therefore
raises questions.
It is because of the above I believe management have purposely
1 Treated me differently from that of other employees in similar situation by removine me from
the workplace thereby allowing for the spreading of malicious rumours.
2 Set about to ridiculing and demeaning me as a person.
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3 Conducted an unfair and bias investigation without recourse to challenge.
I therefore believe I am the victim of a systematic culture of bullying within the workplace, and
believe this issue needs to be addressed ideally by someone from outside of this department.

I wish to be represented by my Trade Union Fulltime Regional office Mr Ray Jones. Please
ensure that the meeting is set for a time at which both my representative and I are available to
attend.
I hope this grievance can-be resolved promptly.

